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Reading Comprehension questions ( 7pts) 

Task one: I Read the text then I complete thetable. (3pts)

Sam’s hobby Sam’s interest Sam’s like Sam’s personality 
features

1 1 1 1

2

3

Task two:IRead the text again then I answer the following questions (3pts)

1. Is Sam a smart boy ?

…………………………………………………………………..

2. What are the boardgames which Sam can play?

………………………………………………………………………….

3 Why does Sam aske his friends to go to the mountains? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………..

Task three: A / Ifindthe antonym of the following words: (1pts) 

lazy = /=…………………………hate = /= ……………………

My name is Sam. Iam the second child in my family and the sweetest one. I am aclever, active and

hard-working boy .Everyone in my family calls my name when they need help , so Iam the hero of 

all of them .My favorite hobby is photography. When I have time I take my camera and take lots of 

pictures. I photograph the world around me. I get up in the morning and go to the garden or the 

forest looking for birds. I try to take pictures of them especially pigeons. At home, my dad helps me 

to choose the best photos. I send them to magazines. I won a photo competition once.

I also like both computer games and board games. We have one computer at home but 

sometimes Dad brings home his laptop and we can play a network game .I also adore board games. 

I can play Monopoly or Scrabble with Dad or Mum. 

When I’m outside with my friends I feel myself more interested in plants and gardening. I often ask 

them to go with me to the mountains to look for rare spices of plants and we bring some to plant 

them in my grandparents’ big farm. My interests and hobbies are really the wonderful things which 

add to my life flavor.
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Mastery of language (7pts)

Task one: I add one word to list .

1. Generous –silly –smart -………………

2. Like –to be fond of – to be keen on -…………….

3. Gardening –reading – drawing -…………..

4. Letter of application – skills –personality futures – address- …………..

Task two:I put the verbs in the correct form.

1. Reading …………………(to be) very important activity for students .

2. Mike ……..……………(to like /  to help ) his family in house shoes .

3. Sam ……………..………( can / to speak ) two languages fluently .

Task three: I classify the following words in the right column .

running- mental–nice – boring – nurse –morning -

Situation of integration (6pts):I imagine that I am Steve then I complete the dialogue . 

James: Good morning Steve how are you?

Steve:………………………………………………………………………………………………….

James :What are you interested in?

Steve :…………………………………………………………………………………………………....

James :………………………………………………………………………………….?

Steve: My favorite hobbies are reading history books and playing chess.

James:Are you fond of gardening?

Steve :…………………………………………………………………………………………………

James :What do you dislike most?

Steve : ………………………………………………………………………………………………….

James :How would you describe your personality?

Steve:…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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